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Thule RideAlong Lite
100109, 100110, 100111
Robust and reliable rear-mounted child bike seat 
designed for daily commutes and adventures  

around town.

1. Seat can be mounted/dismounted from bike in seconds with 

the universal quick release bracket. Compatible with most bike 

frames (27.2-40 mm diameter round frames and maximum  

40 x 55 mm oval frames)

2. Integrated protection wings keep your child’s hands safe and  

out of harm’s way when the bike is leaned against a wall

3. Adjustable 3-point harness ensures your child’s safety 

4. Smooth, comfortable ride for your child with the DualBeam 

suspension system that absorbs road shock

5. Childproof safety buckle with large buttons quickly secures child

6. Added visibility thanks to built-in reflector and safety light 

attachment point

7. Adjustable foot straps and foot rests for flexibility as your   

child grows

8. Water-repellent padding

9. Lockable to your bike

THULE RIDEALONG LITE

MODEL NUMBER EAN CODE COLOR

100109 091021897809  Dark Grey

100110 091021153981  Light Grey

100111 091021718647  Zinnia

MAX CHILD WEIGHT
22 kg/48,5 lbs

PRODUCT WEIGHT
4,3 kg/9,5 lbs

FITS FRAME DIMENSIONS
Round 27,2-40 mm
Oval max 40 x 55 mm
CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
46 x 40 x 82 cm 6,4 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
140 x 80 x 223 cm 109,4 kg

PCS PER PALLET WARRANTY
15 5 Years

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Thule Quick Release Bracket 100202
 Extra quick release bracket for use on 2nd bike

• Thule Low Saddle Adapter 100300
 Replacement carrier bar to be used on bikes with low saddles

• Thule “One-Key-System”
 Very practical if several lockable Thule products are used 
 (e.g. box, roof rack, ski carrier etc.). All locking-barrels will 
 be replaced so only one key will fit all products. 
 (544 = 4 cylinders + 2 keys, 596 = 6 cylinders + 2 keys, 
 588 = 8 cylinders + 3 keys, 452 = 12 cylinders + 4 keys).

Estimated weight and dimensions.1
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